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Research in undergrad courses

Type some words into Google 
Scholar, and presto! 
▸ Some papers on your topic
▸ Good enough
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But… 

▸ In grad school and in 
engineering practise, the 
game has changed 

▸ You need to be able to 
quickly find and summarize 
the quality scientific 
literature on very specific 
topics 4



The process of 
researching and 
writing a paper
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What I’ll be talking about

▸ Overview of quality source types in 
mechanical engineering 
▸ Where to get background info 
▸ Process for searching effectively for 
detailed info
▸ Organizing and properly citing what you 
find 
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Types of info in engineering



What does it mean to be a quality 
source in science and engineering? 

▸ Authoritative – written by experts in 
that particular field

▸ Balanced – acknowledges the strengths 
and limitations of the research 
discussed

▸ Supported – references authoritative 
scholarship that you can verify 

▸ Timely – The conclusions are still valid 
and have not been superseded by newer 
work
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Gallagher, J. (2019, October 

4). Paralysed man moves in 

mind-reading exoskeleton. 

BBC News. 

https://www.bbc.com/news/he

alth-49907356

https://www.bbc.com/news/health-49907356
https://www.bbc.com/news/health-49907356


What distinguishes journal articles 
from most other sources? 

▸ Describe research done by the authors 
themselves (except for review articles)

▸ Peer-reviewed (checked) by other 
independent researchers 

▸ Each article references many other 
articles and documents 

▸ Most detailed and advanced type of 
source
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What distinguishes journal 
articles from other sources? 

▸ Special type of 
article called a 
review article

▸ Summarizes 
developments in 
a topic of 
research

▸ Find them in the 
databases I’ll 
show later
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Starting with 
initial 
background 
research
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Example situation

▸ Interested in writing a paper on 
smart coatings for protection of 
materials in rough environments 
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Start with initial background 
research 

▸ If you are researching a topic you’re 
not already knowledgeable about, 
start with broader info sources

▸ Look for e-books on the topic from 
the library 
▹ See some of the book series 

recommended on the ‘Books and 
Background Info’ section of my 
research guide 14

https://uottawa.libguides.com/c.php?g=711447&p=5070152


Start with initial background 
research 

▸ You can also look for trade 
publications or industry magazines

▸ These can help you focus on a 
specific, narrow topic 
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What you might find on Google 
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What is Smart Coating? (n.d.). Retrieved 

October 4, 2019, from Corrosionpedia

website: 

https://www.corrosionpedia.com/definition

/1575/smart-coating

https://www.corrosionpedia.com/definition/1575/smart-coating
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From Smart Composite Coatings and 

Membranes, edited by M.F. 

Montemor. (2016). 

https://doi.org/10.1016/C2013-0-

16518-X

https://doi.org/10.1016/C2013-0-16518-X


Advanced 
searching for 
detailed info
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Research Databases – what are 
they? 

▸ Research databases are designed to 
help users find relevant scholarly info

▸ They are not journals – they don’t host 
the articles on their own sites

▸ They index tens of millions of articles 
from all areas of STEM 

▸ Unlike a search engine, the contents are 
partly manually curated to ensure a 
minimum level of quality 
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Comparison 
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Google Scholar Research database

LOTS of results for a typical search Many fewer results 

Includes papers, theses, reports, 

course pages, corporate 

publications, etc. 

Google Scholar includes anything 

that looks like a paper to a robot 

Focused on scholarly articles and 

papers. Has specific criteria for 

which journals/conferences are 

included.  

Uses lots of AI to try to guess what 

you are looking for

Only uses a little AI, is quite literal

Has only a couple filtering options to 

help you sort through 

Has many filtering options



Research Databases – what are 
they? 

➢ When you know how to use them, 
you can find much more relevant 
articles for specific searches

▸ But you need to prepare your 
search
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Preparing your search strategy
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Steps in preparing a detailed search query:

1. Break apart your question into key concepts –
focus on scientific terms only

2. Find synonyms, variations, alternate spellings for 
each concept – can use Google and Wikipedia to 
do this 

3. Connect your concepts together into a machine-
readable query with Boolean search operators 
AND, OR, ()



Example situation

▸ Interested in writing a paper on 
smart coatings for protection of 
materials in rough environments 
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Example topic – more specific 

▸ Interested in writing a paper on 
non-autonomous intelligent 
coatings for corrosion protection of 
materials in salt-exposed 
environments 
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Example topic

▸ Interested in writing a paper on 
non-autonomous intelligent 
coatings for corrosion protection of 
materials in salt-exposed 
environments 
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2. Synonyms and alternate 
terms

26

Concept 1 Concept 2 Concept 3 Concept 4

Coating corrosion, 
corrosive

non-
autonomous

saline

anticorrosion, 
anticorrosive

stimulus, stimuli NaCL

self-healing chloride

marine



Other commands
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Asterisk * (wildcard) electric* finds electric,
electrical, electricity, etc

Quotes “” “anaerobic digestion”
finds exact phrase

(parentheses) Specifies the order of 
operations for search 
engine



3. Build your Boolean search 
query

▸Goal of a Boolean search string: tell the 
search engine that you want documents that:
▹Contain each of your concepts at least 

once
▹But for each concept, they can use any of 

the alternate terms 
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3. Build your Boolean search 
query

(Concept 1 OR alt term OR alt term…)
AND

(Concept 2 OR alt term OR alt term…)
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3. Build your Boolean search 
query

coating
AND

(corros* OR anticorros*)
AND

(non-autonomous OR stimulus OR stimuli OR self-
healing)

AND
(saline OR salt OR chloride OR marine) 30



Run your search

▸ Demo: Scopus research database
▸ Access it from the Mech Eng

research guide 

▸ After you do a search, sort your 
results by relevance 

▸ Even if you’re an expert, it’s 
normal to take 5-10 tries to arrive 
at a great search for your topic!! 31

https://uottawa.libguides.com/c.php?g=265046&p=1771018


Comparison of Google 
Scholar and Scopus results

▸ GS results for a similar search
▸ 4-5 major papers were found near 

the top of both result sets
▸ However, further down it isn’t clear 

if many of the results discuss salt-
exposed environments 

▸ If you use one tool you’ll miss out!
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https://scholar.google.ca/scholar?hl=en&as_sdt=0%2C5&q=coating+corrosion+%28non-autonomous+OR+stimulus+OR+stimuli+OR+self-healing%29+AND+%28salt+or+saline+or+chlorides+or+Nacl%29+&btnG=
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Quiz
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Example and quiz

(knee-ankle OR above-knee OR transfemoral) 

AND 

(prosthetic OR prosthesis) 

AND 

(active*  OR powered)

AND 

("gait kinematics“ OR biomechanics OR “range of 
motion”)
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Reading, citing 
and organizing 
your sources
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Reading articles

▸ Seriously reading an article can 
be difficult! But it is possible 

▸ https://www.sciencemag.org/car
eers/2016/03/how-seriously-
read-scientific-paper

https://www.sciencemag.org/careers/2016/03/how-seriously-read-scientific-paper


The structure of an engineering paper

38

Abstract A short summary of the article – read this 
first to see if you want to read the rest

Introduction The reason for doing the study – the problem
with the existing situation 
The previous literature that was used

Methods (or 
procedure, design, 
setup, …)

How the researchers did their study
(Materials, fabrication of prototype, type of 
software used, …)

Results and 
Discussion 
(analysis, …)

What happened – how successful was the 
research compared to its goals? 

References The list of articles cited in the paper



Referencing your sources to 
avoid plagiarism 

▸ When you write a term paper in your M.Eng. 
degree, you do not have to pretend that you 
are already a master expert on the entire 
topic – this is unrealistic 

▸ This thinking can lead to plagiarism 
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Referencing your sources to 
avoid plagiarism 

▸ Reminder: You need to cite everything that 
you learn in your research that contributes 
to your report – not just statistics and 
direct quotes

▸ This applies to any type of source you use
▹ an assignment you find on the internet
▹ an image you found on social media 
▹ A YouTube video 

▸ Citing gives credit where it is due, and is 
required to avoid plagiarism
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What do I need and not need to 
cite? 

▸ You don’t need to reference facts that 
are well-known by everyone in your field

▸ This normally includes the basic 
definitions of popular technical terms

▸ But you need to cite everything else

▸ Better to err on the side of caution when 
you aren’t sure 
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What do I need and not need to 
cite? 

▸ For example, in a class on fluid 
dynamics, you would normally not be 
expected to cite something when you 
provide and summarize the Navier-
Stokes equations in your paper 

▸ But if you are describing under what 
conditions they are valid for describing 
turbulent flows, you should cite 
something for this 
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What do I need and not need to 
cite? 

▸ If you are describing 
something included 
in multiple papers 
equally, you may cite 
multiple papers at 
once
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Citation example

In text of a paper: 

“Most previous studies with ozone treatment 
have shown a high removal efficiency (Tayo, 
Caparanga, Doma and Liao, 2018).”

In the bibliography at the end of the paper
Tayo, L. L., Caparanga, A. R., Doma, B. T., & Liao, C. H. (2018). A 
Review on the removal of pharmaceutical and personal care 
products (PPCPs) using advanced oxidation processes. 
Journal of Advanced Oxidation Technologies, 21(1), 196-214. 
https://doi.org/10.26802/jaots.2017.0079 44

https://doi.org/10.26802/jaots.2017.0079


More help on citations

▸ This page from MacMaster University 
has more guidance on what needs to be 
cited in science and engineering 

▸ For examples of creating a citation, see 
the ‘How to Cite’ page in the Mech Eng
research guide
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https://www.mcmaster.ca/academicintegrity/students/typeofad/plagiarism/engsci.html
https://uottawa.libguides.com/BiomedEng


Organizing your sources with a 
citation manager

▸ Because of the importance of 
referencing, it’s very important to be 
organized when doing research

▸ Never copy text into your draft essay 
without including the source with it 

▸ Take notes (paper or electronic) 
describing the key points of an article

▸ Save journal articles and book chapters 
as PDFs with proper file names  
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Organizing your sources with a 
citation manager

▸ A citation manager like Zotero or 
Mendeley will save you a lot of time over 
multiple papers

▸ Both are free to download

▸ Make sure the citation info created by 
the program is correct! 

▸ Check that there are links to all 
electronic documents in your 
bibliography (including books, articles, 
etc)
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http://www.zotero.org/
http://www.mendeley.com/


Zotero / 
Mendeley

48

WritingSearching Organizing 
papers 

Citation workflow
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Bonus: 3D anatomy tools 

▸ Good refresher for biomechanics

▸ Two options: Visible Body and 
Anatomy.tv

▸ Access them via the Biomedical Eng
research guide 
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Next seminar in November

▸ I’ll give advice on synthesizing literature 
for a term paper or lit review 

▸ Using citation-searching

▸ Avoiding predatory journal papers 

▸ More advanced searching tips 
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More help

▸ Research help/book an appointment:

https://uottawa.libguides.com/Mechanical
Engineering-en

https://uottawa.libguides.com/BiomedEng

▸ Evan.Sterling@uottawa.ca

▸ 613-562-5800 x. 3620

▸ Morisset 1st floor (best to book an 
appointment first)
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https://uottawa.libguides.com/MechanicalEngineering-en
https://uottawa.libguides.com/BiomedEng
mailto:Evan.Sterling@uottawa.ca

